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?'atqqua Loadings in Sight - Loads in the Wng 3f a Varsity 

Anne Burns, B.A. 

- 

ikt.ta sre presented on the number of load cycles of various 

magnitudes OOSLZ-rue in the wing of a Varsity m normal ground and 

flight cotitions. T:m corditions uml.ude taxying, take-off, Landiing, 

and flight err turbulensc. The relatim mport3-r~~ of the loads in zhe 

different oonti'iions is ~llustrattei: by reference to the loads in a 

typical flrght. 

A relationship is determined between mre loads an& aoceJ.sd5.ons 

in turbulence so that the test results man, if required, be related to 

gus?; daa obtained operatiomlly by means of the counting accelcraeter. 
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fr description of the flight tests and of the mer;hoS of analysis of 
the loads in terms of ohmyes of 
been given'. 

steady loaa and load ranges has already 
Appendix I contains further detaiis relevani to the present 

test,s. The maui load measurcmerrts wire benciuxg moments at three stations 
along the sort xa.ng, ob-cained by means of e1ec;rz.c resiszanoe streu 
~"Qg"S ; supplementary meusuremcnts of bcnduq momon?; were made s.t four 
mart stxmons for soiw of the fiyug xn turbulence (szadons shown in 
lil&l)* The c.g. acceleration m~3 measured r?'~ the fuselqe centre line 
neai- the ui.n sunr of the w-x.ng by merllls of a StCp$ed-TraCC3 accileromecer. 

3 Results -I_ 

Ground co cam loads are given in Table I, and the numbers of load 

3.1 &om Tjqdcal l?lqqh-c 

In order co surxnarise the information, the ndmbers of load rCwges 
exceedan,: various na.&n.r~";urles dre shown for the component con.&twns of a 
typroal f%ght (Flg.2). The flight, which IS udxnacci to represent 
operational w;~ru.n,g~, consuts of i+ rnnmes engine runruq, 5 mnutes 
raxyx~, a take-off, 33 minutes flzght and a landing. Details of the 
estlmatxon of tne loads f'or the wrious oondxcions are given In Append-ix 
Ii. Fig.2 s,hows Chat the load cycles in take-off, lon&ng, grow16 
r~unnir~ of the enguxs rind ~xutying z-e much less severe than those In 
turbulence. It should be noted, however, that the load cycles for the 
ground conditions 0ocu.r abouT a mean loa?l d2.f . ';eranr froin that l.n flight. 
'ihe mosz scvcre ground loads s.re obtoinod In lanrling and occur xn the 

- 
4 The terms "accelerat.~.on at the c g." and "c.g. acceleration" are used 
for oonvemence throughout xhe note. It must be underseood that the 
accaierdtion concerned is rediy %ne readxq of WI accel.erometer mounted 
rigidLy a% the ctzzrc line of the airorsf?; SXXLUXU~ so thaz any dynPdc 
effects due to flerLblllties of the strucwrd rC~e included. 

** The Va.rsir;y is used mainly .3b a crew trainer. 
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run-out subsequent zo the ulitml impam &e,l the wing lift is cmsid~rably 
reduced (innal unpaccs were only moderar,ely heavy, see Table VI). 

F1g.3 shows the total load ranges for the tmical flqht ploZed as 
a percentage of r;he estimated ultimate load. The i&l levels xe greatest 
at the wing root and decrease towards the tip. 

3.2 Relationship between \kn.ng Loads a& c.g. Accelerations 

Fig.4 shows the rclationskip between wing load ranges and c.g. 
acceleration rsnges exceeded the same number of tines. The relawmship 
refers to sll. samples of turbulence Carml.yscd (approxiima%ely 16 minutes 
for stations 3, 5 and 6, and 0 mnutes for scatlons L+, 7 and 8) and 
includes rccortings a~ airspeed of 130 kt, I&5 kt snd 170 kt E.A.S. 
Relationships were slso determined for these airspeeds separately, but 
are not included since no su&Licant vnrlation tith speed could be 
observed. 

Fig.4 show that the relationship between vang loads and. c.g. 
accelerncx.on in turbulence zs very similar to that m pull-outs, i.e. 
there is very nearly a I to 1 relationship bemeen wing loaiis and c.g. 
accelerations when plo-cted as multiples of the Ig pull-out loads sna 
acceleration respecuvely. 0eps.z-t~~~~ from z!us 1 to 1 relationship are 
very sm;ill: for exaaple at the 10 fr;/sec gus'c level (a 10 ft/sec gust 
is calculated TO produce sn aoceleratlon of 0.3OZg at 145 kt E.A.S., 
4,000 fi, 33,000 lb A.U.W.) the rmios of wing loads to o.g. accelerations 
are:- 

Ratio of vsing load to c.g. aooelera- 
Posltum tion (expressed as mltlples of 

lg pull-out load and lg respemively) 

Port side - outer wing - stazion 3 1.07 : I 
11 ,I -midspan - 'f 4 0.95 : 1 
!I It - outb 'cl of engine" 5 0.975 : I 
II 11 - wing root - I' 6 0.95 : 1 

Centre line - If 7 1 : 1 
Stb'd side- wing root - n 8 0.95 : 1 

I 
Exmination of the records (see ssqle record of Fig.8) suggests thar. 
the ratio is slightly higher than I:1 at the imst outboard station because 
the bending moment there oontsins a vibratory oom~onent at about 7 0.p.s. - 
probably the first flexural overtone - ;&ich does not appear In the o.g. 
acceleration. 

4 Conclusions 

Information on the load cycles Ilkely to produce fatigue &image in 
the main struomre of a Varsity has been obtained TM special flight tests. 
The results indicax,e that at all statmns slang the we the load cycles 
in take-off, landing, ground running of the engines and taxying are 
lzkely to be much less numerous than the loads in turbulence. St should 
be noted, however, that the ground load oyclcs occur about a mean level 
different from thar; m flight. 

The wing loads and c.g. accelerations excetded the sane number of 
times show very nearly a 1 to 1 relationship vhen expressed as multiples 
of the lg pull-out loads and acceleration respcczively. At xhc root the 
loads at the IO ft/seo gust level are about s smsllor than indloated by a 
1 to 1 relationship, and at ?;he most outboard szatlon about 3 greater. 
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1 A. Burns I?atigue loadings in i'light - loads in the tailplnne 
and fm of 3. Varw.ty 
I%>, W,4lA c.P. 256. Janmry, 1956. 

2 E. Wells Famguo loabrgs in flight - Loa& in the fusel@-@ 
and nose undcromriage of a V‘Tsity 
R,A.S. Techioal Note Structures 193 
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Dets~Js of wTes?;s on?. Xiscellaneo_us Eesults not in Main Text. - 

Strain Gauge Installation-vd Calibration 

British Thermostat strain gauges mere attached to the wing man 
spar top and bottom booms at the stations shown in Fzg.1, the brrdges 
being srrsnged GO measure bending moment. The signals from the bridges 
were recorded on a Films sndX,quipment 12 cnannel reoorder, together 
with the signal. from a type I.T.6-1 accelerometer installed in the 
fuselage near zhe c.g. The strain gauge signals were calibrazed directly 
in terms of bending moment by loading the wings l&&h shot begs. They 
were also calibrated in terms of pull-out loads by sub~ectmg the air- 
craft to pull-outs at unit incremental accelerations.* The pull-outs 
were made at sensibly the same sir speeds snd all-up-weight as those in 
the turbulenoe but, sinoe the calibrations tid not very significantly 
with air speed or all-up-weight, average values were used in the 
analysis (s&l-up-vroight did not vary much during the tests). 

Miscellaneous Results not included in~%in Text 

Comparison of Measured end Cd;Lculated Loads 

The table below shows oelculated and observed loads for various 
conditions. The observed 10 fc/sec gust loads dI‘e half the lo&d range 
which occurs the same number of times as a gust range of 20 ft/sec. 

Condition 

Ground to all- load 

1~ pull-out load 

10 ttlsec @8t load 
I 

- 

i 

Root B.N. Pos.6 B.M. outboard of 
mglno POS.5 

Calculated Observed Calculated Observed 
- 

Tons ins Tons ins Tons lb.3 ’ TOtl.2 Ins 

a53 982 707 653 
616 855 56 529 

195 235 141 149 

-. 

: 

t 

cuter wing B.M. 
PCs.3 

:alaulated ObsWwd 

Tons 1n3 TON Ins 

-- 

62 5l 

78 55 
22 17 

Agreement between calculated and observed loads is reasonably 
good at position 5, but observed values tend to be greater than calculated 
at position 6 and smaller at position 3. &xe refined csloulations taking 
aooount of such items as aileron up-float, propeller lift, etc., might 
give even better sgreement. 

Relationship between wing loads and e.g. acceleration in conditions 
other than turbulence 

Fig.5 shows the relationship between wing load ranges m3. o.g. 
acceleration ranges exceeded the same number of times in take-offs, 
landings end in the circuit. Air spdeds in the circuit varied from 150 
to 85 knots E.A.S. and flap settings from 15' to 47’; nevertheless, the 
relationship between wing loads end c.g. accelerations is slmost 
identical wath that for flight in curbulenoe at higher sir speeds and 
without flaps. Par take-off and landing zhe relationship is, however, 

* The exact value of the acceleration was measured after the flight 
from the reoorded acceleration; a visual-re,ading accelerometer vras 
provided as a rough guide for the pilot during the pull-out. 
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significantly different from that in turbulence and in the circuit, the 
ratio of wing B.M. to o.g. acceleration in take-off and landing being 
approximately hslf that in turbulence (for take-off the reduo~~on 1s 
slightly Less than half probably because the take-off loads include some 
flight loads). A reduction of as much as three quarters might be expected 
due to the main undercarriage being further inboard then the C.P. of the 
gust loading (flexibility effeota neglected). Much of the vring loading 
on the ground ~8, however, due to flexibility effects as shown by the 
magnitude of the losds outboari! of the undercarriages. 

Accelerations and wing loads in landing impacts 

The landings were not antentionelly heavy and, although some were 
made by test palots unused to flying the Varsity, only moderately heavy 
landings viere achieved. h:aramum aooelerataons and wing loads for a few 
of the initial impacts are given in Table VI. 
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APPENDIX II 

EstimaLlon of load ooourrcnoes =n typical flight 

The numbers of oocurrewes of vnng loads shown in Pig.2 for the 
lending and take-off are aversge values of the test results. The non&era 
of take-offs and landings analysed. snd the $ confidence limits for the 
wing rook, bending moment sre as follows:- 

No. of landings 
No. of occurrenoes of load range 

cm t&e-offs 
138 tori in* 

analysed Me.Xl 5$ confidence limits 
-- 

8 6.3 6.3 z! 3.2 

8 12.1 12.1 + 4.8 

* Load range oorresponding approtimately to a gust range of 
5 ft/sec 

The estimation of loads for ground running of the engines was made 
in d similar mannor to that already described for tail loads, end is not 
repeated here since the wing loads proved GO be very small. 

The taxying loads were estimated by scaling up the number of 
ooarrenoes in the samples analysed which covered a period of 2 minutes to 
give the number of occurrences appropriate to 5 mnutes. It should be 
noted that the term 'taxying loads' used in this note does not include 
the loads in the take-off and lan&ng runs, sometimes classlfled as 
b..?ging loads. 

For estimating the loads in tabulence the aircraft ivas assumed to 
spend IO rmnutes at 130 knots E.A.S., 1,000 ft (en aversge for the clti 
and descent) and 73 rmnutes at $45 knots E.A.S., 2,000 ft.** It was 
estxnated from operational data obtained from a number of different types 
of tircrdt that the average miles travelled T;O meet a gust of velocity 
IO ft/seo or greater (up or ctom) was 3.2 at 1,000 ft and 7.4 at 2,000 ft. 
Hence the Varsity in its typical flight would ineez 7.9 end 8.9 gusts of 
10 ft/sec at 1,000 ft and 2,000 ft respectively, i.e. flying at an all- 
up-weight of 34,500 lb It would exceed accelerations of 0.26g and 0.29g 
(above or belw Ig) 7.9 and 8.9 times respectively. Using the relative 
frequenoy of gusts of different magnitudes obtained operationslly to 
adJust the number of occurrences to n co-n acceleration level, it is 
found that an acceleration of 0.3g is exceeded a total of 11.4 times, i.e. 
an acceleration range of 0.6g is exceeded 5.7 times on the assumption 
that the numbers of positive and negative gusts we equal. 

The estimation of numbers of load rages by Che addition of 
positive end negative thresholds crossed as carried out above gives a 
kngher answer than that obtained by a direct count of the ranges by 
the method used for the main analysis of' the present note end described 
earlierl. Pig.6 compares the accelei-atlon ranges obtained by the two 
methods for samples making up 30 minutes of filght in turbulence. A 
similar result is obtained If mng loads are analysedin the same manner 

** Based on average figures for R.A.F. Trahing Station, Stinderby. 
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(xg.7, 6 minutes only). Thus 5.7 acceleration ranges obtained from the 
sums of positive ani negative threshoids crossed are equivalent to only 
4.9 load rages obtained by a &rec'c oount. SLnce it is required to compare 
load ranges in turbulence with ;oad ranges in take-off and landing obtained 
by a direct count The figure of 4.9 is used. 

The numbers of occurrences of accelerations at other levels were 
obtained from the relative frequency of gusts of different magnitudes 
determined in 7;he 'GBS'GS. This relative frequency was oompatlbla with thaC 
obtained operationally for other aircroft. 

The numbers of occurrences of wing loads in the typical flight were 
then determined from the numbers of occurrences of accelerations using the 
relationship of Big.&. 
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TASLe I -- 

Ground to air wing loads - 

A.U.W. 34,600 lb 

0.g. 30.45 f-6 aft of datum 

COIidJ..tlO!l 
Par?; Wug BenSang Moment 

ROOT Outb'd of engine Outer ting 
(Pos.6) (POS.5) (Pos.3) 

Ground to air - <45 kts, 
2,000 f-t above ground 
level, flaps and under- 982 tons ins r 053 COGS ins 51 tons Ins 
carriage up 

t 
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TABLE VI - Accelerations am3 xi.ng ben&np; nmzents m landing impacts 

Ma.?&iIum c.g. accelerations and wing root B.X.'s in iru.tial impact 

Land=Lng 
No . 

9 

10 

3 

5 

7 

6 

11 

12 

- 
Ivhx. 0.g. 

acceleration 

g 
0.68 

0.55 

0.49 

0.33 

0.33 

c.33 

0.32 

0.19 

f 0.13 0.17 0.44 

0.07 0.05 11.46 

0.22 0.17 0.56 

0.11 0.19 0.18 

0.06 0.06 0.20 

0.33 0.11 0.18 

0.03 0.04 0.12 

0.09 0.09 0.20 

mt B.M. 
hlter wing 

Max~mm c.g. acceleration cycles an2 vring B.M. cycles in inild.al impact 

Landing 
No. 

9 

IO 

3 

5 

7 

5 

11 

12 

1.17 

0.51 

0.76 

0.60 

0.46 

0.36 

0.4G 

- 

Wing root 
ILax. vmx R.N. range +. Ig pti 11. 

i 

Outb'd of engine 

0.30 

0.34 

0.38 

0.52 

0.26 

0.33 

0.14 

0.14 

0.31 

0.27 

0.33 

0.58 

0.29 

0.32 

0.23 

0.15 
- 

-out B.M. 
3uter wii-q 

0.70 

0.86 

1.02 

0.74 

0.60 

0.54 

0.32 

0.33 
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FIG. I. STRAIN GAUGE POSITIONS IN WING. 
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NUMBER OF TIMES~-BM. RANGE IS EQtiALLED 
OR EXCEEOEO PER HOUR FLYING TIME 

NOTE:- THE ULTIMATE B.M. IS ESTIMATED FOR EACH SECTION 
STRAIN GAUGED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE 
MAXIMUM BOOM FIBRE STRESS EQUALS THE 
ALLOWABLE COMPRESSIVE STRESS. 

FIG. 3. RATE OF OCCURRENCE OF WING LOAD 
RANGES. 

ROTAL LOAD RANGES FOR TYPICAL FLIGHT 
SCALED UP FROM 33 MIN. TO I HOUR) 



X BM IN lg PULL OUT 

I- l--7-r- 1 
NOTE. DATA TAKEN FROM 6 SAMPLES I -.-~~ I 

GIVING TOTAL OF 16 MINUTES I/wS’13. 1 
TURBLiLENCE. 
HEIGHT 2000 -2500 FT 
I A S 130,145 AND 17.5 KTS 

I I 
- POSl3. PORT OUTER 
0 PO9 5 JUST Out&D OF PD 
+ POS’ 6 PORT WING ROOT 1 

C 4 ACCELERATION RANGE 
BN IN I? PULL-OUT 

NOTE DATA TAKEN FROM 2 SAMPLES 

I AS 145 AN0 170 KTS 
4 

ENGINE. 

,/-0 
.“/’ H,“/ +j 

2 2)’ 02 04 06 8 

Cc; ACCELERATION RANGE 
0 

FIG 4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WING LOAD 
RANGES & CG KCELERATION RANGES EXCEEDED 
THE SAME NUMBER OF TIMES IN TURBULENCE. 

9 



CC. ACCELERATION RANG E 

WIN4 ROOT B M. 

POSH 6 

WING BM OUTBOARD 

OF ENGINE PO.S* 5 

Cc, ACCELERATTION RANGE. 

0 8 Y ‘8 PULL- OUT LOAO 

~06. 

: 

204 

2 

OUTER WING EM 

PO.9 3. 

Y2 / -,, _*-. 

2 
,LANOI \IGS 

0 0.2 0.4 06 0 6 
fs Cc, ACCELERATION RANG 

FIG. 5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WING 
LOAD RANGES AND CG. ACCELERATION RANGES 

EXCEEDED THE SAME NUMBER OF TIMES 
IN VARIOUS CONDITIONS. 
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4  

1 SECOND 

TAIL LOADS 

PORT WING ROOT TORSION 

PORT WING ROOT B.M. - POS.6 

PORT WING B.M. OUTBOARD 
OF ENGINE - POS.5 

PORT OUTER WING B M. - POS.3 

FUSELAGE LOADS 

CONDITIONS - 170 knots E.A.S. 4,000 ft. A U.W. 34,500 lb 

C.G ACCELERATION (STEPPED) 
PITCHING ACCELERATION 

DATUM 

FIG.8. TYPICAL RECORD OF LOADS IN TURBULENCE 
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